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GRO FEATHERWEIGHT

GRO 2 + 1

Vegetation (sedum tiles/plugs) 

2” Ext. Engineered Soil*

1” Mineral Wool

0.5” Drain Mat

Root Barrier (as required)

1.3  gal/sf 25 psf Recommended
(site specific)

3.5” $$

Vegetation (sedum tiles/plugs) 

2” Lt. Wt. Ext. Engineered Soil*

0.5” Drain Mat

Root Barrier (as required)

.66 gal/sf 17 psf Required 2.5” $

H2O
RETENTION**

SATURATED
WEIGHT IRRIGATION COSTDEPTHITEM

Layered - GRO Series
The GRO Series layered system design offers a balance between weight and stormwater control and has 
customizable component options to meet specific project requirements.   Features include:  sedum tiles or 
plugs, extensive or intensive engineered soil, drainage mat, optional mineral wool for increased stormwater 
retention/detention, and root barrier.

The GRO Featherweight system is a novel solution for projects that have weight constraints or 

value engineered (VE) budgets.  The engineered soil composition is slightly higher in organic additives 

than typical extensive systems, to allow a sufficient nutrient base in a thin profile.  Irrigation is highly 

recommended for this system, to sustain unforeseen drought conditions.

The GRO 2+1 is the perfect balance of maximum water retention within a lower-weight system.  This 

synergy of engineered soil and premium mineral wool allows the system to work in harmony and provide 

the vegetation with needed nutrients and aeration, while retaining as much stormwater as a standard 4” 

deep layered system.

*soil depths can be customized
**H2O retention numbers includes estimated retention by vegetation

Contact us for assistance in selecting which system is best suited for your project needs.
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GRO CLASSIC

GRO WATERHOG

Vegetation (sedum tiles/plugs) 

4” Ext./Int. Engineered Soil*

1” High Retention Drain Mat

Root Barrier (as required)

1.7 gal/sf 37 psf Recommended
(site specific)

5” $$

Vegetation (Ext./Int. Plants) 

4” Ext./Int. Engineered Soil*

0.5” Drain Mat

Root Barrier (as required)

1.3 gal/sf 33 psf Recommended
(site specific)

4.5” $

H2O
RETENTION**

SATURATED
WEIGHT IRRIGATION COSTDEPTHITEM

Layered - GRO Series

The GRO Classic is a cost effective system that meets minimum depths and stormwater retention 

requirements for most U.S. cities.  This ‘tried & true’ standard of the green roof industry has been proven 

for many years, and will continue to be specified. .

The GRO WaterHog is a premium, high performance system for stormwater management.  The GRO 

WaterHog has the infrastructure of the GRO Classic system, with the addition of a high-retention drainage 

mat, that provides almost 25% more retention than the Classic. 

*soil depths can be customized
**H2O retention numbers includes estimated retention by vegetation

Layered - GRO Series

GRO WATERHOG XL 

Vegetation (sedum tiles/plugs) 

4” Ext./Int. Engineered Soil*

1” Mineral Wool

1” High Retention Drain Mat

Root Barrier (as required)

2.3  gal/sf 43 psf As Needed
(site specific)

6” $$$

The GRO WaterHog XL is the standard WaterHog system with an additional 1” layer of premium 
mineral wool, which increases the retention capacity to over 50% above the Classic!  This is the system 

to choose when stormwater control is a priority.


